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vixen pixie and  
vibrant violet color

This pixie isn’t all sweetness and light. Thanks to longer perimeter 
lengths, manic texture and a sultry, dusky violet hue, there’s also an 
enticing amount of depth and drama to the look. It’s truly a high point 
of Farouk Systems’ new Beauty Bash Collection and an exciting 
option for short, sexy hair! 

color
1.  Create diagonal back partings and position the foil under a 

sliced section. Apply Formula A. Begin at the roots with the 
brush angled vertically and gradually switch to a horizontal 
position as work progresses to the ends.

2.  Work through the interior section in this manner, applying the 
color in diagonal back slices. Process to the desired level of lift. 
Rinse, shampoo with CHI Infra Shampoo and seal the hair with 
CHI Ionic Color Lock for five minutes. Dry the hair.

3.  Apply Formula B to the prelightened slice sections. Process 
with low heat for 10 minutes and cool for five minutes. Rinse, 
shampoo and reseal the hair.

cut
1.  Divide the head into eight sections.

2.  Lift the center nape section and create the guide. Work to each 
side using a traveling guide.

3.  Direct the last sections behind the ear on both sides toward the 
previous guide to slightly increase the length.

4.  Direct side sections toward the highest point of the ear. Cut 
vertically using a stationary guide.

5.  Use a razor arching technique and traveling guide to cut the 
crown area.

6.  Overdirect the fringe towards the sides using a razor and 
pinching the ends.

7.  Lift interior sections and notch them vertically to create volume 
and softness. 

style
textured look: Apply BioSilk Volumizing Therapy Root Lift 
to damp hair. Using a CHI TOUCH Hair Dryer, project hair 
towards the face at a 90-degree angle. For added volume, apply 
CHI Twisted Fabric, massaging the product into the root area 
for maximum lift and support. Finish with BioSilk Volumizing 
Therapy Texturizing Powder.

smooth look: Apply BioSilk Volumizing Therapy Root Lift to 
damp hair. Using a CHI TOUCH Hair Dryer, dry interior sections 
with a medium round brush. Dry the perimeter with a vent brush, 
then smooth with a CHI G2 Hairstyling Iron. Combine CHI 
Molding Clay with a drop of CHI Silk Infusion and work through 
from scalp to ends. Finish with CHI Infra Texture Hair Spray.
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who did it
hair: Farouk Systems Creative Director  
Patrick Kalle and Maurice den Exter
photography: Richard Monsieurs
makeup: Juliette den Ouden
wardrobe: Dair by Odair Pereira
website: farouk.com

CHI COLOR FORMULAS
formula a: equal parts CHI Blondest Blonde + 
CHI Ionic Color Generator (10- or 20-volume, 
depending on existing level)

formula b: CHI Chromashine Vibrant Violet

Don’t miss your chance to see  
Patrick Kalle live on BTC’s Color,  

Cut & Style Stage, New orleans, 

Get your tickets now!  
September 14-16, 2014!

/theshow
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